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3‘- Claims. 
I. 

This invention relates. to. a. device or unit 
adapted to-beused in. the: compounding of mixed 
drinks,.especially cocktails. andihas for its pri 
mary object to. provide. a. device by means of 
which anyone, without. prior training or prac 
tice, may mix any one. of awide variety or types 
oimixeddrinkswith theaccuracy of'a skilled“ and 
trained bartender. 
More particularly, it. is an. object of the in 

vention. to provide a unit. having, unitary means 
for supporting a plurality of.v containers and a 
plurality of recipe; strips in. predetermined rela 
tionship to. one. another. and; whereby by follow 
ing; the.v directions on the strips. and employing 
portions of the stripsas. ameasuring. guide, any 
one of. a. wide, variety of; mixed; drinks may be 
accurately compounded; 

Still. a. further objectof. the. invention is to 
provide a unit of. the» aforedescribed' character 
by. means. of which: the. recipe. strips. may be 
quickly adjusted for‘ exposing the desired strip 
containing the indicia. andgrad'uat'i'ons required". 
in the compounding.ofaparticulardrink selected}, 

Still.v a further object oi the. invention is to. 
provide a device or unit for the. aforedescribed'. 
purposes of. extremely simple. construction which 
is capable. of; being}. economically. manufactured 
and sold, which is extremely durable and very, 
efficient for its. intended. purposes. 
Various other objects and“. advantages. of the 

invention will" hereinafter. become more‘ fully 
apparent from the following: description of the 
drawings, illustrating: a preferred‘ embodiment 
thereof," _ and‘ wherein:. 

Figure 1‘ is a front‘elevationalview of the de 
vice; 
Figure 2': is a. side elevational view, partly in 

vertical section, looking_,toward" the right-hand: 
end ofFigure 1; 

Figure‘ 3‘ is, a. horizontal_ sectional View taken 
substantially along a plane as, indicated by, the. 
line 3—-3 of‘ Figure 1‘; 

Figure 4' is an enlarged-‘transverseverticalisec 
tional viewtaken substantially along a plane as. 
indicated'by tli-e‘li'ne lie-4 of _Figure 3“; 
Figure 5 is a horizontal sectional View taken 

substantially‘along a plane? as indicated by. the 

' line‘ 5~5f of ‘ Figure‘ 4; Figure" 6‘v is. a‘ plan View of"on'e of" the recipe. 

strips. on cards: 
R’eferringi' more: speci?cally to' the‘. drawings, 

the drink" mixing device? or”unit" in. its" entirety 
is“designated-generally"T‘andiincludes a substan 
tially ~ flat base" 8;‘ which‘ is* adapted” to rest‘ upon. 
anysuitabiesupportingpj'surface; suchpas': a table: 
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2 
and which is provided’, intermediate" of its ends; 
with an opening Ei'liavingj an‘ enlargement II! at 
the" under side of the base‘ 8; as‘seen‘ in' Figure 4'. 
The unit 'l“ also includes‘ a compound rack II" 

which‘ is- formed; from a single-strand of wire the“ 
intermediate portion‘ of'which is‘ bent to provide 
a relatively small loop l2’ forming an eye to re‘ 
ceive a‘ screw i3 which‘extends‘downwardly'there 
through and through- the opening 9 and-on the 
shank end of which‘ is threaded‘ a nut M which 
is contained within theerecess or enlargement l0; 
Th'edast'enings I3’; |4‘"provi'des‘~ the sole means‘for 
detachably but securely’ fastening‘ the rack H to’ 

As best'illustrated in;F1i'gure'~3; one- terminal of" 
the'wire strand iseb'ent to form an‘ arcuate, open‘ 
loopvl?’ andsaid‘ strand, between‘ the eye l2 and 
said loop !5- is providediwith‘ a‘- smaller, substan 
tially circular loop I62 Thell'o‘ops I55‘ and‘ i6" are 
disposed above and adjacent‘. opposite ends of the 
base 8: and’ in? longitudinal alignment and are 
connected by a substantially:v straight strand pore 
ti'on". l1! whichiis provided‘intermediateiof its ends; 
with aisma'll. loo'pi forming eyel l8" which is‘ ar~ 

.» ranged? in: substantially. all. plane: parallel-1 to the‘ 
plane of the base 8; Theb'arl'Fmerges with‘ one‘ 
end of the loop l?fandithe’ other end' thereof, as. 
bestseen-in Figure 1', terminates in- adown turned‘ 
strand portion. i9: which- inl-turn' merges with a: 
strandlportion' 20-.- The strandportion 2-0 is dis 
posedsubstant-ially at-airig-ht ‘angle: to the strand 
portion, I79 andrests; substantially ?ush against 
thelupper surface oflthebasetland has one end; 
as: previously,- stated; merging, withv the. upright‘ 
portion l9 and an opposite curved end‘ whichv 
merges. with. one. end of. the‘ loop» forming: the eye 
l2; The other end of' the loop forminglthe eye. 
12 m'ergeslwith a strandportion 21 which like 
wise‘ rests on' the upper side of‘ the base 8 and‘ 
which‘ terminates‘ in an upwardly‘ extending. 
strand portion‘ forming'a'stand'ard 22 which‘v ex 
tends upwardly throughtheeye l8 'and‘to“ a point 
substantially aboveethei'loops“ I5 and‘ I6; as best 
illustrated in Figure- 25 
The upper “endEOf‘the'sta-nda'rdZ'Z' terminates in‘ 

a: turned back portion ‘@243? which‘ merges’ with one" 
enchof a-bar-portionzil. Theilba'rrportionid i‘si 
disposed-substantiallyparallehtoi the plane of the?v 
base 8;- and substantially at.- a: right‘ angle: to- the; 
axis of. they standard;- 221: and terminates at its“: 
outer, forwyardiend in:0ne- endzof- a substantially 
semi-circularv arch. portion 25 which" is .- disposed 
substantially transverse‘of-thezbase?. The rear 
end of the-arch 25L convergeswith a rodportion 
ZGIWhicheXtend's inwardlyxandftowardlthe stand 
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ard 22 and which is disposed substantially in 
alignment with the rod portion 24. The rod por 
tion 26 terminates in a relatively short up-turned 
inner end 21 which forms the other terminal of 
the wire strand forming the rack H and the 
upper end of which is disposed substantially at the 
level of the upper end of the standard 22 and in 
spaced relationship thereto, as best illustrated in 
Figure 2. 
The mixing device 1 also includes a plurality 

of elongated cards or strips 28 which are rela 
tively narrow and each of which is provided with 
an opening 29 adjacent the upper end thereof. 
The strips 28 may be formed of any suitable ma 
terial which is relatively rigid and yet relatively 
thin and each of the strips 28 has suitably in 
scribed on one side thereof indicia necessary to 
be followed in the correct compounding of a par 
ticular drink. The strips 28 are applied to the 
rack I l by passing the openings thereof over the 
up-turned end 21, along the rod portion 26, over 
the arch 25 and onto the rod portion 24 so that 
the side thereof containing the indicia constitut 
ing the recipe is disposed to face outwardly, as 
illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the strips 28 has 
indicia adjacent its upper end and beneath its 
opening 29, as seen in Figure 1, indicating the 
name of the drink, the recipe for which is con 
tained thereon, and said strips 28 are prefer 
ably arranged in alphabetical order so that the 
strip 28 containing the desired drink can be read 
ily located and all strips 28 located in front there 
of can be moved over the arch 25 and onto the 
bar portion 26, as illustrated in Figure 2, so that I 
the recipe for the desired drink will be disposed 
in an exposed position, as illustrated in Figure 1. 

If it is desired to compound a dry martini, the 
strips are moved, as just previously described to 
expose the strip 28 containing the recipe for the 
dry martini, and it will be noted that this strip 
28, adjacent its lower end, is provided with two 
transverse lines which are longitudinally spaced. 
Beneath the low-er line 3D is the indicia “Dry Gin” 
and beneath the upper line 3| is the indicia 
“French Vermouth.” Between the upper line 3! 
and the upper part of the strip 28 Where the name 
or title “Martini (dry) ” is contained, the space 
therebetween contains the directions for com 
pounding a dry martini including, placing a dash 
of bitters in the glass, putting cracked ice in the 
shaker and pouring the contents of the small 
glass into the shaker, shaking and straining the 
liquid into a, three ounce cocktail glass and add 
ing an olive. 
As best illustrated in Figure 1, the loop or glass 

rack l5 contains a relatively large mixing glass 
32 and the smaller loop or glass rack l6 contains 
a smaller mixing glass 33. The glasses 32 and 
33 rest on the base 8 and when so disposed are 
snugly engaged by the glass racks l5 and I6. 
For example if it is desired to compound a dry 

martini for one person the glass 33 is ?lled up 
to the level of the line 30 With dry gin and then 
?lled up to the level of the line 3| with French 
Vermouth after which these ingredients are 
poured into a cocktail shaker with a dash of 
bitters and the ice added, as previously described. 
If it is desired to mix two dry martinis, the gin 
is poured into the larger glass 32 up to the level 
of the line (it! and French Vermouth is thereafter 
poured into the mixing glass 32 up to the level 
of the line 3i and the previously described oper 
ation repeated. For mixing three cocktails, both 
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glasses 32 and 33 are ?lled, as previously described 
and to the levels mentioned. 

It will thus be readily apparent that any person 
Without previous knowledge of drink mixing may 
accurately and efficiently mix any drink and with 
out waste and for any desired number of persons 
with the technique of an experienced bartender. 
Variousmodi?cations and changes are contem~ 

plated and may obviously .be resorted to, without 
departing from the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion as hereinafter de?ned by the appended 
claims. 

I claim: 
1. In a drink mixing device, a base, a rack se 

cured thereto and disposed thereabove, said rack 
being provided with a container holder disposed 
above and parallel to the base and adapted to 
support a transparent mixing container in a ?xed 
position on the base, a card holding portion form 
ing a part of the rack adapted to support a recipe 
card in predetermined spaced relationship to the 
mixing container and externally thereof, said card 
bearing indicia on one side thereof including grad 
uations and instructions for the compounding of 
a particular drink, and said card holding portion 
being disposed at a predetermined level above the 
container holder and base and substantially par 
allel to the plane of each to support the card 
with the graduations thereof at a predetermined 
level relatively to the mixing container bottom, 
said card holding portion including spaced rod 
portions disposed substantially parallel to the base 
and each of which is adapted to support a plu 
rality of the indicia bearing cards, and an arcuate 
portion connecting said rod portions and by which 
the cards are movable from one rod portion to 
the other. 

2. In a drink mixing device, a base, a rack se 
cured thereto and disposed thereabove, said rack 
being provided with a container holder disposed 
above and parallel to the base and adapted to 
support a transparent mixing container in a ?xed 
position on the base, a card holding portion form 
ing a, part of the rack adapted to support a recipe 
card in predetermined spaced relationship to the 
mixing container and externally thereof, said 
card bearing indicia on one side thereof includ 
ing graduations and instructions for the com 
pounding of a particular drink, and said card 
holding portion being disposed at a predetermined 
level above the container holder and base and 
substantially parallel to the plane of each to sup 
port the card with the graduations thereof at a 
predetermined level relatively to the mixing con 
tainer bottom, said card holding portion includ 
ing spaced rod portions disposed substantially 
parallel to the base and each of which is adapted 
to support a plurality of the indicia bearing cards, 
an arcuate portion connecting said rod portions 
and by which the cards are movable from one rod 
portion to the other, one of said rod portions ter 
minating at its inner end in an up-turned ter 
minal portion over which said cards may be moved 
for applying them to or removing them from the 
card rack. 

3. In a drink mixing device, a, base, a rack se 
cured thereto and disposed thereabove, said rack 
being provided with a container holder disposed 
above and parallel to the base and adapted to 
support a transparent mixing container in a ?xed 
position on the base, a card holding portion form 
ing a part of the rack adapted to support a recipe 
card in predetermined spaced relationship to the 
mixing container and externally thereof, said card 
bearing indicia on one side thereof including 
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graduations and instructions for the compounding 
of a particular drink, and said card holding por 
tion being disposed at a predetermined level above 
the container holder and base and substantially 
parallel to the plane of each to support the card 
with the graduations thereof at a predetermined 
level relatively to the mixing container bottom, 
said card holding portion and container holder 
being integrally formed, said card holding portion 
including spaced rod portions disposed substan 
tially parallel to the base and each of which is 
adapted to support a plurality of the indicia bear 
ing cards, and an arcuate portion connecting said 
rod portions and by which the cards are movable 
from one rod portion to the other. 
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